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The ‘Ephemeral Laboratory’
 
seeks to create a methodology for myself and other 
practitioners working within the field of ephemeral architecture.   
It tests the proposition that a robust armature can be developed
 
to act as a 
common methodological device in the design, curation and orchestration of a 
diverse range of temporal engagements with participants and other practitioners 
within a variety of public realms.   
It explores how this framework might redefine the notion of authorship by 
exploring different models for creative collaboration within a range of contexts –
 
with particular focus on establishing conditions that can encourage outcomes 
that are unexpected –
 
often going beyond an author’s expectations.
This enquiry draws on my personal practice -
 
a body of work which has departed 
from the conventional notion of architectural practice over the past ten years to 
include projects that cut across a range of scales: urban curation; education; 
design management; installation and social intervention. Refer to the contents 
timeline below.
Four key and distinct project areas and scales of operation have
 
been identified 
and critically examined: 
-
 
Urban (City)
-
 
Campus (Institution | Corporation)
-
 
Room (Black Box | Gallery)
-
 
Object (Making as Intervention)
Each project area reveals a different attribute of the proposed methodological 
framework by way of analysis and comparison, described via four sections or 
process stages: Audit; Strategy; Infrastructure; and Presented Outcome.  This is 
visually represented in the framework diagram on following pages.
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METHOD    READING GUIDE
The following document is comprised of a series of cards either representing a 
scale of operation or a process stage. The cards can be read in a linear sequence 
as contained in this box, or as a framework diagram / matrix laid out on a table 
(as indicated on the reverse side of this card) to show each project’s inter-
 
relationship in terms of process and outcome -
 
describing the idea of armature 
within a range of practices within ephemeral architecture.
READING GUIDE A
 
| LINEAR SEQUENCE 
By scale of operation or by process stage
SCALES OF OPERATION
 
+ PROCESS PAGES
The off-white ‘scales of operation’
 
and ‘process’
 
cards act as an ordering device 
for the document. 
The scale of operation pages
 
provide an introduction and overview to the project 
area and project methodologies within a the urban, campus, room, object context.
The process stage pages
 
review how these processes –
 
audit, strategy, 
infrastructure and presented outcome change as they cut across the scales of 
practice –
 
from the urban through to the object.
PROJECT PAGES
The white card project pages explore in detail a single exemplary project in each 
scale of operation –
 
undertaken as part of the Masters research. They contain the 
following:
SIDE ONE
Project methodology –
 
technique
Influential ideas, practitioners + precedents
SIDE TWO
Detailed process diagram + timeline
Additional projects: most of which I have 
undertaken during the masters research 
NOTE: These pages also change in depth 
or thickness. Some cards pull out or concertina 
to reveal more information about a project.
Refer to tabs icon on each appropriate page.
SCALES OF OPERATION : RANGE OF PRACTICE | PROJECTS 
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Note: This will be the format presented at the exhibition
READING GUIDE B | FRAMEWORK DIAGRAM
Table layout
METHOD    READING GUIDE 
URBAN
PROJECTS IN AN URBAN SCALE 
‘..the city here is simultaneously the epitome of capitalism’s perversities and the 
cradle from which transgressive change can germinate’ 1
As the city is a nexus of political, economic, social and spatial conditions, it acts as 
a rich and dynamic backdrop to investigate a range of ideas and interactions within 
the public realm. Within this context my practice ranges from the momentary and 
personal act of walking as flaneur, to group radio / sound walks, to temporal 
markings and urban curation -
 
inviting others to intervene.
Generally, these projects are not driven or influenced by outside forces, like a brief, 
budget or client. The city here offers the author an unfettered opportunity to work 
within a robust laboratory at will -
 
to test an idea both in real-time and at 1:1 scale. 
Concurrently, the use of maps becomes a critical tool in the analysis, development 
and articulation of projects within this context. Especially when projects become 
more complex or shift in scale or scope to the hypothetical or abstract realm.
Maps are also territorial and political devices –
 
articulating how a city is laid out; 
built and transformed over time. Maps / boundaries are often controlled by the 
dominant power structures –
 
implying a ‘top down’
 
overlay or structure,  changing 
over slow time-scales.
PROCESS:  COLLECTING | REVEALING
How can I reveal conditions and interact with others?
A. AUDIT:
 
Using the process of mapping
 
to empower the individual or inhabitant of 
the city to challenge this status quo;  finding gaps or opportunities for flexibility 
within the structure –
 
revealing conditions; offering alternatives and points for 
interaction as a type of public intimacy.  [Shifting awareness beyond the 
comfortable cocoon of the i-pod]
B. STRATEGY:
 
Referencing the figure / ground map
 
–
 
which implies the type of 
use via the space between buildings –
 
yet only truly defined or experienced at the 
1:1 street level [requiring a shift in scale].  Understanding how people use a space 
beyond what the map implies….
C. INFRASTRUCTURE:
 
Harnessing trace history; navigational paths and memory
 
–
 
gathering anecdotal evidence -
 
conversations.  The juxtaposition of the real + 
imagined as a creative Interruption to the city fabric.
D. PRESENTED OUTCOME:
 
Curatorial strategy as outcome –
 
revealing
 
a little-
 
known local issue and presenting it within a public forum for on
 
going discussion.
1 Swyngedouw, Erik. The Strange Respectability of the Situationist city in the Society of the 
Spectacle. Oxford University. 2003
FOCUS PROJECT 1
‘MARGINAL NAVIGATIONS’
 
| COFA PARASITE STUDIO | Rotterdam 2006
Curatorial strategy for an urban installation
‘Central to this cross-disciplinary studio was the idea or theme of connection, 
transformation and adaption. The brief of the studio involved the (re)connections of 
the harbour area with the urban planning of Rotterdam and parallel transformation 
and rethinking.’2
This project was undertaken as the first in a series of activities within the Ephemeral 
Laboratory.  It offered an opportunity to broaden the urban context in which I had 
previously worked and to develop my methodology within an intensive two week 
‘charette’
 
style studio alongside COFA and Willem deKooning
 
Academy fine art and 
design students.
Despite the hypothetical nature of the brief and outcome (as an exhibition of 
propositions) and the limited project timeframe,  this studio proved to be one of the 
most intense and influential projects within the Ephemeral Laboratory.   
It was the first time I developed a proposition through the utlisation
 
of three 
different spatial scales: mapping at an urban planning scale, exploring the site at 
1:1 scale & the imagined mind-map of the project’s subject: the interned asylum 
seeker.  
Another paradigm shift was the development of a social framework
 
or curatorial 
strategy as a solution to a design brief rather than a physical / spatial form.  It 
proposed a method for situating works within an urban context rather than making 
the works themselves –
 
offering this to other practitioners for future collaboration.
This project also illustrated the importance of seeking ongoing professional 
development and peer review.  As the project sat within an institutional / academic 
context, my proposition was  influenced by the pedagogical armatures and critical 
feedback of the studio leaders –
 
in particular, Professor Richard Goodwin.
PROJECT PROPOSITION 
Through the overlay of mapping and navigational paths coupled with 1:1 site 
investigations, this project interrogated Rotterdam harbour as a
 
social landscape –
 
encompassing forgotten issues and detached entities along it’s edge. This 
investigation revealed the location of a detention centre / barge housing two 
hundred and seventy foreign asylum seekers.  The proposed curatorial framework 
took navigational bearings back to where these interned individuals came from, 
drawing out and mapping their memories of home to create a metaphysical space for 
the refugee.  These new interventions proposed to create zones [possible artistic 
and temporal insertions] across Rotterdam city where the public could perceive the 
dislocation and isolation of the refugees who awaited an uncertain future.
2 Goodwin, Richard. Parasite: Rotterdam. COFA NSW. 2006, page 8
A.
 
AUDIT
The process of understanding site. Listening, and then speaking.
Collecting maps and information
Criteria –
 
establishing a hierarchy to sort and categorise findings
Seeking commonalities, differences and the human story
Establish a focus area for extended research…
URBAN
‘MARGINAL NAVIGATIONS’ | COFA PARASITE STUDIO | Rotterdam 2006
PROJECT FOLDER: Containing maps and articles about Rotterdam Harbour
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE
Site specificality
+ the importance of drawing on the genus loci of context 
The notion of the Flaneur
A person who walks the city in order to experience it
-Charles Baudelaire
Peter John Cantrill and Philip Thalis
Influential as architectural  teachers (UTS). They advocated the use of layered 
historical maps as a technique to understand the exiting urban fabric
INFLUENCES
B.
 
STRATEGY
Robert Smithson. In particular, his experiments with folding, cutting and 
reconfiguring maps –
 
exploring the idea of displacement.
Hyun, Jane. (ed.) Robert Smithson. Los Angeles: The Museum of Contemporary 
Art, 2004
________________
Investigating alternative ideas of mapping.
Harmon, Katharine. You Are Here: Personal Geographies and Other Maps of the 
Imagination. New York : Princeton Architectural Press, 2004
________________
"Walking in the City,"
The act of walking in the city as dynamic and political process.
de Certeau, Michel.
 
The Practice of Everyday Life. Berkley: University of 
California Press, 1984
URBAN
INFLUENCES
Building a conceptual scaffolding in order to reconsider existing 
conditions.
Cut-up; stitch and overlay of maps. Assemblage and re-insertion
>> expand page for further mapping investigations…
Revealing incongruent elements; the intangible and the unseen. 
Seeking new or alternative mapping devices -
 
tracing the trajectory of 
pathways via conversation, walking or cycling
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE
STUDIO WINDOW INSTALLATION :   Concept diagram - responding to the brief of stitching the harbour
Between thought and action: Surveying opportunities between the 
social and built fabric.
Identifying + locating opportunities
 
within the urban fabric –
 
sites for 
works and interventions; alternate pathways or journeys either by 
creating a new map or 1:1 site marking
Communication tools
C.
 
INFRASTRUCTURE
URBAN
200m
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE
Combining subjective and objective knowledge & studies
________________
Psychogeography
"the study of the precise laws and specific effects of the geographical 
environment, consciously organized or not, on the emotions and behavior of 
individuals."
Introduction to a Critique of Urban Geography. Guy-Ernest Debord
Published in
 
Les Lèvres Nues #6 1955
________________
Valie Tevere
An artist who creates psychogeographic maps via audio interviews 
Sholette, Gregory and Thompson, Nato. (ed.), The Interventionists: User’s Manual 
for the Creative Disruption of Everyday Life. Cambridge: Mass: MIT Press, 2004.
INFLUENCES
SITUATING THE REFUGEE:  The city of Belgrade, Serbia and Rotterdam Harbour overlaid at the same scale.
for participants (artist / community)
for local authorities
for the audience / gallery
D.
 
PRESENTED
Understanding that an outcome can be a continuum of process.
Outcome as exhibition –
 
model + panel although an immersive 
installation may have been more successful >> Refer to Appendix 
1 for extension of project outcome & presentation.
Platform or curatorial framework
 
for other artists to work within 
including an overarching strategy for locating works
The Derive An idea developed by Guy Debord in 1953. It is an instruction manual 
or tool kit  for psychographic behaviours in the city.  Could this be considered a 
behavioural armature ?
Knabb, Ken. (ed).Situationist International Anthology. Revised and Expanded 
Edition. Bureau of Public Secrets, 2006
________________
The Institute of Infinitely Small Things “conduct creative, participatory research 
that aims to temporarily transform public spaces dominated by corporate and 
political agendas. Using performance and conversation, they investigate social 
and political "tiny things".
http://www.ikatun.org/ 
PARASITE EXHIBITION: Presented concept panel and detail of model.
URBAN
OUTCOME
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE | RESOLUTION
INFLUENCES
A.
 
AUDIT
harbour as 
perforated landscape
MAPPING 
THE TRANSITORY
PROJECT TIMELINE | DAYS
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URBAN
‘MARGINAL NAVIGATIONS’ | COFA PARASITE STUDIO 
Rotterdam 2006
INITIAL SITE VISIT
PROJECT PROPOSITION
‘Six Hundred Thousand Acres’ Is a 
site specific temporary installation 
which comments on the beginnings 
of Melbourne city – starting with the 
1835 treaty signed by Batman & the
indigenous 
Wurundjeri tribe -
 
and followed by an 
overlay of historical 
maps of the city as 
it developed –
 
drawing on the site 
as a key historical 
and survey point
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Northern Exposure Festival
Northcote 2006
tethering / moorings
LOCAL RESEARCH
1:1 SITE OBSERVATION
B.
 
STRATEGY
desolate edges
 
|  detention centr
MAPPING AS A CREATIVE ENGINE
MAKING AS PROCESS TO DEVELOP CONCEPT
PROJECT SUBJECT
the refugee
ntre
BELGRADE
NATO aggression1999
KABUL
US invasion 2001
ROTTERDAM
WW2
 
blitz 1940
MOGADISHU
Warfare 1990 -
 
2008
C.
 
INFRASTRUCTURE
OVERLAY OF MAPS 
Rotterdam with key war-torn cities where refugee once called home
D.
 
PRESENTED
OUTCOME
A surround-sound boom-box walk 
through the streets, laneways and 
retail hubs of Melbourne each 
Christmas.  Each participant carries 
a section of music created by New 
York composer, Phil Kline.
A new journey is 
mapped each year –
 
allowing enough 
flexibility for new 
pathways and 
spontaneous events to 
occur as decided by the 
group as a whole.   
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'We have no privacy in our centre.  We need privacy in order to 
think, to cry, to remember the people we love and to hope that 
we will see them again some day.  I am not exaggerating.  It is 
very difficult to stay with 270 people in one centre for two 
whole years." from a letter written by an occupant of the 
Rotterdam asylum seekers centre
A1 PRESENTATION PANEL
PROCESS REFLECTION
Unsilent
 
Night Sound Walk 
Melbourne 2006 -
 
ongoing
EXTENSION OF OUTCOME
& PRESENTATION
REFER TO APPENDIX 2
OVERARCHNG FINAL PROJECT: 
THE INTERVENTIONIST GUIDE 
WORKING WITHIN THE INSTITUTIONAL | CORPORATE STRUCTURE
Dunbar's number is a theoretical cognitive limit to the number of people with 
whom one can maintain stable social relationships.  Proponents assert that 
numbers larger than 150 generally require more restricted rules, laws, and 
enforced norms to maintain a stable, cohesive group. 3
Acting as an agent within a large educational institution and/or
 
corporation has 
been the both the anchoring point and a point of disjunction for
 
my practice.  It 
has offered employment, professional experience and insight into
 
the management 
and realisation of a range of pedagogical and commercial projects and has 
afforded the opportunity to self-fund and initiate smaller, independent projects.
These environments are characterised by their complex and bureaucratic 
management structures and/or by the nature of the projects they deliver (in terms 
of scale, budget, and timeframe).   Generally, there is minimal opportunity  to 
engage in the strategic control of these systems –
 
for example, projects will have 
pre-determined and fixed parameters, such as curriculum / learning objectives; 
semester dates; construction budget and deliverable drop-dead dates.
Yet there can be enormous scope within ones area of jurisdiction
 
–
 
opening up 
opportunities to influence and create positive change through action and example.  
This is when it is critical to understand the institution's integral systems and rules 
in order to develop a unique and effective communication and management 
technique as a creative armature to use throughout a project (generally between 6 
months –
 
2 years duration) to educate or empower key stakeholders.
PROCESS :
 
REACTIONARY | RESPONSIVE
How can I improve conditions / pre-existing parameters and empower others?
A. AUDIT: It is not the spatial mapping that is of importance here, but a structural 
mapping of the organisational system; their language and their processes.
Seeking out areas where there is a state of flux within the system as points of 
opportunity. [Acting as a ‘change agent’.]
B. STRATEGY:
 
Recognising my position within a hierarchy: acting as a inter-
 
mediatory.
C. INFRASTRUCTURE:
 
Creating a common platform of understanding across a range 
of stakeholders  –
 
by
 
building a lexicon
 
of corporate, bureaucratic or pedagogical 
language. Ranging from spreadsheets to visual guidebooks to subject outlines.
D. PRESENTED OUTCOME:
 
Empowering stakeholders to take ownership. 
Reinforcing the power of the  ‘bottom-up’
 
approach.
3.
 
Dunbar, R. ‘Co-evolution of neocortical size, group size and language in humans.’
 
Behavioural and Brain Sciences 16 April1993. Pages 681-735.
CAMPUS
FOCUS PROJECT 2
EPHEMERAL LABORATORY |  RMIT INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO | Melbourne 2008
A pedagogical framework 
In the current debate over the use of public space in cities, temporary uses are 
seen as tools of empowerment: revealing the possibilities of space.4
The prospect of teaching a design studio within the School of Interior Design at 
RMIT offered a great opportunity to test the robustness of the creative armature or 
methodology I had been developing within my practice within a new and 
pedagogical context.  
Two timescales of different temporal qualities were apparent in this project –
 
one: 
the temporal overlay of a teaching strategy for the duration of the semester; and 
the second: hands-on experiments as teaching tools of a few hours duration.
My role within this context was one of responsibility –
 
establishing outlines, 
keeping attendance and feedback records and maintaining a right of care -
 
answerable to both the subject coordinator and student expectations. 
Conceptually, it offered the chance to explore the four shifts in scale (urban, 
campus, room, object) within my practice and apply them within an intensive 14 
week project –
 
in a way, completing the circle –
 
or suite of projects explored within 
the Ephemeral Laboratory.
It also allowed me to develop teaching tools to impart this design methodology to 
other designers. The most powerful of these tools was the creation an unfettered 
zone for play and experimentation via hands-on workshops and the engagement of 
external practitioners as collaborators to share their knowledge
 
within this context.
PROJECT PROPOSITION
This studio investigated ‘pop-up’
 
and temporal design as a platform to encourage a 
range of engagements within the public realm.  The studio acted as a live 
laboratory using the RMIT City Campus as a representation of the
 
broader city 
context of Melbourne.  Here we conducted hypothetical and real (1:1 scale) 
experiments that explored the relationship between the individual, the city and 
temporal spaces; insertions; overlays and events.
The aim of the studio was to develop a process, language and a conceptual
underpinning for a temporal [bottom-up] practice which could be tested in a final 
project –
 
situated within a commodified
 
or community context within RMIT 
University.  This challenged the Interior Design student to question the social and 
spatial amenities provided by the educational institution of RMIT University and to 
feel empowered to offer alternatives within an environment they had assumed was 
beyond their control.
4.
 
Hayden, Florian and Temel, Robert (ed). Temporary Urban Spaces. Concepts for the Use of 
City Spaces. Birkauser, Basel Switzerland. 2006. Page 14
A.
 
AUDIT
Asking the system to question itself.
Posing a series of questions
 
via architectural documentation / 
plans / syllabus
Examination, investigation, dissection of pre-existing armature or 
framework.
Increasing knowledge base within area via research + inquiry
CAMPUS
FRAGMENTS OF CONVERSATION + TEXT BASED RESEARCH. Discussion with Subject Coordinator, Roger Kemp
EPHEMERAL LABORATORY |  RMIT INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO | Melbourne 2008
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE
INFLUENCES
The distinction between the concepts of strategy and tactics. DeCerteau links 
"strategies" with institutions and structures of power, while "tactics" are utilised by 
individuals to create space for themselves in environments defined by strategies. 
de Certeau, Michel.
 
The Practice of Everyday Life. Berkley: University of 
California Press, 1984
__________________
Inviting the community into the academic institution as valued participants. 
Revaluing community knowledge as a public art project.
Teaching Public Art in the Twenty-first Century – Harrell Fletcher
Cartiere, Cameron and Willis, Shelly. (ed.). The Practice of Public Art. New York, 
NY: Routledge. 2008
Building a lexicon as a tool box for understanding.
Creating tailored diagrams
 
/ schematic hierarchies and outlines
to use as communication / enquiry tools for key stakeholders
Marking up documents –
 
highlighting opportunities + challenges
Creating an inventory of components
 
–
 
a ‘kit of parts’
 
–
 
both to 
isolate and highlight key proponents + as a road map for action 
CAMPUS
DIAGRAM AND DOCUMENTATION : Subject outlines and project brief strategy 
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE
B.
 
STRATEGY
INFLUENCES
The Universal Traveller
Underpinning my initial architecture studies at Sydney University. This book 
provides an armature or guide book for understanding design methodology.
Koberg, Don and Bagnall, Jim. The Universal Traveller: A soft systems guide to 
creativity. California: William Kaufmann Inc. 1976
________________
Tools for Conviviality
“Ivan Illich speaks of tools that guarantee individuals the right to work with 
independence, autonomy and imagination. A convivial tool allows the user to 
express their meaning in action.”
Greene, Herb.
 
Building to Last: Architecture as Ongoing Art. New York: 
Architectural Book Publishing Company. 1981. Page 82
CAMPUS
POP-UP LECTURE, BUILDING 8 RMIT : Teaching through action – perforating the institution via rear projection.  
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE
C.
 
INFRASTRUCTURE
INFLUENCES
My approach has been influenced by the documented creative practices of 
other practitioners working within inflexible structured environments, such as:
Ted Noten
Noten, Ted and Staal, Gert. CH2=C(CH3)C(=O)OCH3 Enclosures and other TN’s.
 
Rotterdam: 010 Publishers. 2006.
Temporary Urban Spaces
Hayden, Florian and Temel, Robert. (ed.)  Temporary Urban Spaces. Basel, 
Switzerland: Birkhauser. 2006.
Responsive and reactionary guides for action for myself and for others.
Create guidelines / frameworks for other designers –
 
including the 
proposition for 1:1 experiments as a teaching tool.
The development of tailored presentation platforms
 
based on 
audience and their underlying motivations.
Creating project outlines, workshop strategies and lecture documents.
Studio – campus inversion.
Public exhibition of outcomes
 
–
 
1:1 installation of hypothetical 
proposals and book. Many outcomes exploring interface devices 
to create engagement or to break down existing social silos
Empowerment of students to audit / analyse their own 
environment in a bottom-up approach.
Gavin Ho | 
Convergation
CAMPUS
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE | RESOLUTION
[INSERT HERE] EXHIBITION : Map and images from a pop-up exhibition of student proposals for RMIT City Campus
D.
 
PRESENTED
OUTCOME
INFLUENCES
Anarchy in Ruins. Dreaming the Experimental University. Nicholas Mirzoeff
Sholette, Gregory and Thompson, Nato. (ed.), The Interventionists: User’s 
Manual for the Creative Disruption of Everyday Life. Cambridge: Mass: MIT 
Press, 2004. Pasge143.
Detournement. Nato
 
Thompson.
Sholette, Gregory and Thompson, Nato. (ed.), The Interventionists: User’s 
Manual for the Creative Disruption of Everyday Life. Cambridge: Mass: MIT 
Press, 2004. Page151.
A.
 
AUDIT
SITE 
CONTEXT
PROGRAM
TIMEFRAMES
BUDGET
AUDIENCE
BRIEF 
ANALYSIS
SCOPE OF ROLE
& PROJECT
PRELIMINARY 
BRIEFING
INITIAL CLIENT 
&/or
PROJECT TEAM
MEETING
CLIENT
LIASION
Understanding Client’s 
objectives values.
Generally client driven 
rather than self-initiated
project
PROJECT TIMELINE | WEEKS
SEMESTER OUTLINE
OVERVIEW
+ TOOL KIT
ARMATURE
DEVELOPMENT
PRELIMINARY 1
TYPOLOGIES
INTERVENTION
WESTFIELD | Retail Design
Sydney 2003-2008
EPHEMERAL LABORATORY |  RMIT INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO | Melbourne 2008
CAMPUS
INTENSIONAL OR 
UNEXPECTED 
PARTICIPANTS
RESEARCH 
ANALYSIS
Asking questions and
Finding  opportunities
COLLECTING, 
REVIEWING & MARKING 
UP DOCUMENTS
DISCUSSIONS WITH KEY 
STAKE HOLDERS –
ASKING FOR INPUT + 
BUY-IN
RESEARCHING ‘BEST 
PRACTICE’
Both theoretical & 
practical examples
Responsible for the production of 
Retail Design Guidelines as key 
design tools used by the project 
delivery team on Westfield retail 
projects nationally. They advocated 
high design standards, customer 
experience and sustainable practices 
to an 
appropriate 
quality and 
within the 
established 
timeframes.
RMIT Building
1:1 worksh
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B.
 
STRATEGY
CONCEPT
PROJECT / 
SUBJECT FOCUS
CLIENT / LEARNING OBJECTIVES
SITING + LOCATION 
MATERIALS 
CONCEPTUAL 
FRAMEWORK
SCALE
TIMEFRAMES
BriePop-up Talk
2 54 6
TECHNIQUES TERRAIN: SITETIMESCALES
PRACTITIONERS MATERIALS
3
MATERIALS ZINE
Student Research
TECHNIQUES
LIGHT
ES
ON
PRACTITIONERS ZINE
Student Research
Light 1:1 workshop
Participant: Alex Brown
ZINE: Collation of student work. 
Self published + stocked at zine store, Sticky.
Intensive front-end development of 
subject strategy + infrastructure
ESTABLISH MODES OF 
COMMUNICATION
CREATE CONCEPT MOOD-
BOARDS TO ARTICULATE 
CONCEPT – ESPECIALLY TO A 
NON-DESIGN AUDIENCE / 
CLIENT
CREATE STUDENT POSTER /
AND PRELIMINARY SUBJECT 
OUTLINE FOR INPUT + 
APPROVAL
KEY STAKEHOLDERS AS
COLLABORATORS
uilding 8
orkshop
C.
 
INFRASTRUCTURE
DOCUMENTATION
COMMUNICATION TOOLS
DESIGN + TEACHING
DOCUMENTATION
ADMINISTRATION
BUDGETS
AUTHORITY APPROVAL
MANAGEMENT
DELIVERY  PROCESS
7 8 9 10 11
Briefing 
Document
ENGAGEMENT
NEIL THOMAS | Invited
Workshop facilitator
INTER UNIVERSITY
PRESENTATIONS
DESIGN 
DEVELOPMENT
Forum with invited 
ID Swinburne
 
students
WORKSHOP : Hands-on making in real space PRESENTATION + DISCUSSION
GUIDELINES
production 
SPREADSHEET
Time frames
Capital costs
PRESENTATION
+ workshop
tools 
INVITATION OF ARTISTS AS 
EXPERT COLLABORATORS 
AND ADVOCATES
HANDING OVER DOCUMENTS 
TO COLLEGUES + OTHER 
PROFESSIONALS FOR
DELIVERY
MEETINGS + DOCUMENT 
REVIEW WITH KEY 
STAKEHOLDERS TO ENSURE 
BUY-IN & APPROVAL
D.
 
PRESENTED
OUTCOME
Public ‘pop-up’
 
Exhibition
+ Publication of Outcomes
PRESENTATIONS
+ PUBLIC DISPLAY
FEEDBACK
+ GRADES
12 13 14
Student feedback
sheet
PRESENTATION
TECHNIQUES
TEMPORAL OVERLAYS
leaving no trace
ENGAGEMENT
Experiential processes
QUESTIONISNG SITE
+ CONTEXT
Finding opportunities within the 
Educational  faculty; 
Retail centre
ACTIVATION OF  
INTERSTITIAL SPACES
EXPANDED AUTHORSHIP
Creating conditions for 
participant and group 
outcomes to exceed initial 
expectations…
(both mine and theirs)
SUBJECT DELIVERY
Teaching + student 
engagement
PROJECT DELIVERY
Retail Projects
What are the best aspects of the course:
‘The 1: 1 experiments, allowing me to 
broaden my ideas’
RMIT Course Experience Survey
“To date it has been a valuable 
process…. Streaming information 
required by the leasing team, assists in 
construction cost overruns and 
reduces delays in programme.”
Westfield Design Team
Business Improvement Awards
DELIVERY
WESTFIELD | Brandspace
Sydney / Melbourne 2008
The A-HA! moment: By moving 
departments to temporary retail + 
pop-ups in the mall, I developed a 
process diagram to explain my role. 
This enabled me to realise that my 
methodology and use of armatures 
cut across all of my practice.
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ROOM
ENCLOSURE | THE BLACK BOX OR WHITE GALLERY
Projects within my practice that sit with a ‘black box / white gallery’
 
context are 
generally embedded within a program of events at an arts festival -
 
positioned 
within a broader event management structure in which I have been
 
invited to 
participate in the capacity of arts manager and/or artist.
They are discreet one-off projects occurring 2-4 times each year –
 
each being an 
intense and demanding process. The project lead-time can be weeks or months, 
with the outcome duration ranging from a few, fleeting hours, to
 
a series of events 
over a number of days, allowing the project to transform over time.
Here, the success of the project outcome relies on time management and fast 
creative thinking at the front end –
 
to broaden the scope of the project in terms of 
concept, budget, site infrastructure & the inclusion of other creative collaborators. 
It is here that establishing a ‘creative score’
 
as an armature for collaborating 
artists is most important, allowing the opportunity for the author and participants 
to meet and exceed shared expectations within a tangible space or room.
These projects when examined within the Ephemeral Laboratory have provided a 
chance to examine and re-evaluate my role as author, observing how I can 
influence the physical and experiential outcomes of an immersive
 
environment.  
The most potent being when I shift positions –
 
from facilitator and organiser to 
artist / collaborator.
PROCESS :
 
SURVEY | SHARING
How do I respond to conditions and engage with others?
A. AUDIT:
 
Contextualisation -
 
drawing on history and/or meaning embodied within 
the site via research and 1:1 scale experiments. Referencing and
 
using as a guide 
precedents within the discipline of sound and installation art. Sharing these 
discoveries with others -
 
both practitioners + participants
B. STRATEGY:
 
Creating an unfettered zone
 
for play and experimentation (and 
with it mistakes…) -
 
the room as an autonomous zone beyond other structures.  
Optimising space for interaction while experiencing a shared immersive 
environment
 
–
 
a moment in time. A petri-dish for the production of meaning.
C. INFRASTRUCTURE:
 
Employing reversible or delicate overlays –
 
using the base 
elements of architecture –
 
time; sound + light. Engaging with artists working 
within these fields as expert collaborators –
 
trust and mutual respect are key.
D. PRESENTED OUTCOME:
 
Positioning artists so that there is no delineation 
between performer and audience –
 
ambiguity of edges
 
(roles; behaviour; 
expectations) boundaries are blurred.  Invited artists too become immersed in the 
space.
FEEDBACK SOUND CHAMBER |  THE GREAT ESCAPE FESTIVAL | Sydney 2007
Art direction and curatorial approach
The Feedback Chamber project sat within a larger 3 day event called ‘The Great 
Escape Festival’. In it’s third year, the festival was a major music + arts event with 
10,000 participants, situated within The Newington Armoury in Sydney.  
As Arts Manager, I was responsible for the curation and delivery
 
of a diverse (and 
robust!) arts program –
 
working alongside the festival and production team which 
included curators, artists and installation assistants.
The Feedback Chamber project offered a chance to shift focus from the larger 
scale of the festival to the production of single venue or ‘room’. Acting as both 
curator at a conceptual / spatial level and (most importantly) as an artist /co-
 
collaborator, this project placed me in unfamiliar territory. It
 
tested my practice 
and methodology within a completely new context –
 
providing unexpected 
outcomes and valuable insights
It is in this project that I first discovered that a creative armature could shift in 
format depending on the circumstances  –
 
or could simply be the altering of 
spatial and experiential conditions of a room (in this case, light and acoustics) in 
which invited sound artists could respond to.  
The project underscored the value of seeking out other artists as co-collaborators 
-
 
despite the risk of making the project vulnerable to failure in
 
a very public 
arena. It provided the opportunity for artists to transform a space and engage with 
the audience in ways far beyond what was initially thought possible from a 
curatorial perspective. It is here that I learnt that mutual trust between curator, 
curator as artist and artist are key.
As curator and artist within this room context, I was able to investigate ways to 
engage with the festival participant on an empathetic and intimate way –
 
as both 
an observer of other artists work and as a performer creating new sound works -
 
reading and responding to a room and it’s occupants (like designing with spatial 
and emotive elements) in real-time.  In this way, the project provided immediate 
feedback on the successes and failures of these investigations, making this the 
most potent and emotionally satisfying project within the Ephemeral Laboratory.
PROJECT PROPOSITION
The Feedback ‘Sound Chamber’
 
was an immersive, resonating environment created 
for sound artists to develop and perform site specific works.  The installation drew 
on the chamber’s past as an armament store and it’s contemporary usage as a 
festival site –
 
and relating it back to a broader social and contemporary context –
 
the war in Iraq,  which was underway during the time of the festival.
FOCUS PROJECT 3
Pacing out the space.
Survey of conditions on site and in-situ gathering of evidence
 
–
 
social and historical residues | experiential qualities
Review parameters of brief –
 
as set out by Festival Director
including: budget; timeframes; thematic objectives
ROOM
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE
FEEDBACK SOUND CHAMBER |  THE GREAT ESCAPE FESTIVAL  Sydney 2007
SITE SURVEY | Photograph, sketches and sound recordings from Building 20 – venue for the Feedback Chamber 
A.
 
AUDIT
INFLUENCES
Extending the methods of reading space to include the sensory and the 
emotional
Bruno, Giuliana. Atlas of Emotion: Journeys in Art, Architecture, and Film. 
London: Verso. 2007.
Arnold, Roslyn. Empathetic Intelligence: Teaching, learning, relating.
 
Sydney: UNSW Press, 2005.
Little, Graham. The Public Emotions. Sydney: ABC Books. 1999.
Development & documentation of 1:1 in-situ experiments and tests
Preliminary responses to set parameters –
 
budget and timeframes
Establish ‘delicate’
 
reversible overlays within nominal bump-in / out 
effort and minimal impact on the historical fabric of the site
Draw out key social / historical intersections as a platform for
 
creating 
the collaborative immersive spatial context for others
Seeing the ‘Eyes Lies + Illusions’ Exhibition at ACMI, Melbourne was hugely 
influential in the development of a simple, creative strategy. In particular, 
experiencing Anthony McCall Line Describing a Cone 1973
Mannoni, Laurent; Nekes, Werner and Warner, Marina. Eyes Lies + Illusions. 
Victoria: Australian Centre for the Moving Image, 2006
The idea of ‘chance operation’
John Cage composed music as a ‘chance operation’: leaving a good deal to the 
performers’
 
ingenuity. 
This idea has been extended to a spatial context as a music score.
John Cage.  Fontana Mix. 1958.  Taken from Griffiths Paul. Avant-Garde Music. 
Page 177.  
ROOM
FEEDBACK CHAMBERS CURATORIAL STRATGY : plan, section and concept images underscoring ideas 
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE
B.
 
STRATEGY
INFLUENCES
Engagement with other creative participants / artist collaborators and 
technical install team
Creating briefing documents
 
and visual mood boards to illustrate 
proposition and to set the scene for creative ‘play’
Determining physical infrastructure for client + site manager to
 
sign-
 
off –
 
removable/low impact; within budget; achievable
The idea of bricolage
The process of building improvised structures as ad-hoc responses to an 
environment.
___________________________________
Armature:
 
a designed structural and utilitarian framework which can be 
added to by users. Armatures embody guidelines to produce a public form of 
architecture amenable to community participation.
Greene, Herb.
 
Building to Last: Architecture as Ongoing Art. New York: 
Architectural Book Publishing Company. 1981. Page 9, 11
ROOM
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE
IMAGE + PRECEDENT: Anthony McCall. ‘Line Describing a cone’ 1973.  TEXT: initial email brief to sound artists
INFLUENCES
C.
 
INFRASTRUCTURE
An immersive / experiential environment of 3 days duration
Creating a space for artists to experiment, push boundaries yet 
still engage or captivate or hold the audience
Outcomes were unexpected –
 
and well beyond expectations. 
Particularly in one emotive performance –
 
virtually ‘healing’
 
the 
rupture identified and revealed in the contextual installation
The room as a creative score or armature.
David Byrne. Playing the Building. 2008. Creative Time. NYC
http://creativetime.org/programs/archive/2008/byrne/project.html
______________
The concept of ‘flash-bulb memory' where memories are perceived to 
have an almost "photographic" quality.
Brown, R. and Kulik, J. Flashbulb memories. Cognition 5: 1977. Pages 73–99
ROOM
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE | RESOLUTION
FEEDBACK SOUND CHAMBERS INSTALLATION : Spooky Men's Choir and sound artist Dan Conway 
D.
 
PRESENTED
OUTCOME
>> Refer to Appendix 3 for audio documentation of participants 
experiences
INFLUENCES
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NORTHERN EXPOSURE
A.
 
AUDIT
PROJECT TIMELINE | KEY DATES
Sunday Night at the Movies
FBi
 
94.5fm | Sydney 2005
ROOM
FEEDBACK SOUND CHAMBER |  THE GREAT ESCAPE FESTIVAL  Sydney 2007
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BUDGET
SITE 
WALK
TIME
FRAMES
$5K +
Production 
hire
+ $3.5K
Personal 
Investment 
of wages
Sunday Night At The Movies (SNATM) 
is a weekly, hour long radio 
programme described as 'Nocturnal 
Sound Sculpting’
 
with a guest artist.
This project explored walking and
experiencing the city. Working with
Eoghan Lewis of 
Sydney Architecture
Walks (SAW) we 
created a 
synchronised sound 
walk that could be 
received on 
headphones
“most artworks on site invited you to partake      i
INITIAL BUDGET DUAL READING OF SITE
SITE CONDITONS
INITIAL SITE WALK RESEARCH SITE 
HISTORY + IMAGES
MOODBO
FOR
NOVEMBER
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B.
 
STRATEGY
   in their  creation. This could be by …letting yourself be filmed, photographed or recorded so  you    
PRECEDENT
Anthony McCall. ‘Line Describing a cone’ 1973.
DEVELOPED BUDGET
RESEARCH
Video, Sound + installation  artist
Minimal bump-in / bump out 
timeframes driving scope of 
installation
HISTORIC ARMAMENT CHAMBER 
Military conflict +combat
CURRENT USE
Festival staging + spectacle
SITE REVIEW INITIAL IDEAS DEVELOPED CONCEPT
DBOARD 
FOR Mi5
SITE MEASURE
concept approval budget review 
+ sign off
JANUARY 20DECEMBER
C.
 
INFRASTRUCTURE
Unique hazer
3x Tracking light
Decks / Mixer
LIGHT SOUND
u    could then emerge as an element in The Feedback Gallery’s shifting multimedia installation.
THE PROGRAM | An Artist's Great Escape. Madeleine Hinchy.  10.04.2007
ARTIST BRIEFING DOCUMENTS
MOODBOARDS EMAIL
INSTALLATION ON SITE | SPACE AS ARMATURE
TECH / PRODUCTION BRIEFING PLAN
PRODUCTION INFRASTRUCTURE 
PRODUCTION
team meeting
ARTIST BRIEFING 
DOCUMENT SITE MEETING
production
ARTIST
initial discussion
engage a production
manager to enable me to 
engage in space as an 
artist & collaborator
MARCH 30FEBURARY 12JANUARY 2520
D.
 
PRESENTED
OUTCOME
UNDEBELLY | Art Festival
Carriageworks, Sydney 2007
This project explored the spatial and 
emotive qualities of a resonant 
concrete room within Carriageworks, 
Redfern. In particular, finding the 
harmonic resonance of the room.
A range of artists (from the spoken.
word, to percussionists 
and saxophonists)  
were invited to assist 
in this effort. Their 
experiments were then 
rebroadcast to the 
street beyond with low 
tech radios.
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SHIFTING ROLE: 
CURATOR AS ARTIST
PLAYING WITH THE 
PERFORMER / AUDIENCE 
RELATIONSHIP
EXTENSION OF PROJECT 
CONCEPT
BUMP   IN FESTIVAL BUMP   OUT 
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EASTER LONG WEEKEND
APRIL 8APRIL 6 APRIL 15
Collaborating with partner, Ceri Hann
Metasense - Nick Mariette and Somaya Langley
Dan Conway and Spooky Men’s Choir
REFER TO APPENDIX 4
UNDERBELLY | Art Festival
Carriageworks, Sydney 2008
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MAKING AS INTERVENTION + INTERFACE
The process of making has always been an important aspect of my design practice, 
shifting across all scales of operation. It embodies skill and resourcefulness, the 
real, the represented and the conceptual -
 
allowing room for experimentation and 
play, success and failure. The Ephemeral Laboratory expanded upon these ideas to 
explore modes of engagement -
 
using the making process as a mediator for 
working within and drawing on real and pre-existing community group structures.
Sitting outside the usual project brief scenario, these projects
 
were self initiated 
and opportunistic. They were short term, low or no cost and very
 
hands on –
 
utilising, developing and expanding upon model making skills from architecture to 
community radio / sound production experience.
By exploring the role of the author as an individual artist, these projects examined 
why and how an artist might open up the creative process to include the wider 
community as co collaborators. They offered an opportunity to examine the process 
of creating both a methodological armature and a physical / social outcome from 
elements drawn from the local context or community –
 
arranging or composing 
these individual elements to create a greater and more meaningful whole.
PROCESS :
 
MAKING | CONVERSATION
How can I celebrate the forgotten / discarded and make personal connections with 
others?
A. AUDIT:
 
Gathering of raw ‘materials’
 
-
 
the physical (jewellery) + the abstract 
(recorded stories) –
 
especially the forgotten; over looked or discarded detritus from 
a specific site as a starting point or springboard for a project.
B. STRATEGY:
 
Making and assembling in public –
 
even in an ad-hoc and low-tech 
manner -
 
revealing the creative process in a public context –
 
leading by example
 
for others to be inspired, engage, act…
C. INFRASTRUCTURE:
 
Object as mediator: excuses for starting conversations
 
with 
strangers (beyond the gallery context) -
 
generally at an intimate and personal 1:1 
level
D. PRESENTED OUTCOME:
 
Creating a fragmentary / fluid social architecture
 
–
 
one that goes beyond a set space or location.  Creating a network or common 
platform of engagement between people who may not have met yet eg: shared 
wearables; shared story telling..
A process that can be characterised by a blend of making as a creative process 
with the ideas of relational aesthetics -
 
where the aesthetics of human relations 
are a key component.
OBJECT
PUBLIC ASSEMBLY | CAMBERWELL MARKETS | Melbourne 2008 –
 
ongoing
Making as play
Public Assembly is an ongoing self-initiated project, inspired by weekly visits to 
the Rotary Sunday Market –
 
a community car-boot sale located within a car park in 
suburban Camberwell. Running for over thirty years, the market has become an 
institution for anyone selling and/or looking for the strange, the bargain or the 
collectors item.  It has also become a social hub for a diverse cross section of the 
community.
The market has provided a regular venue and context to collaborate with my 
partner, Ceri Hann -
 
a Melbourne based sound and public arts practitioner. It also 
provided a constant in terms of location and conditions (with the exception of the 
weather), to source materials, make and draw on complimentary social processes 
already underway within the market, engaging with this community
 
beyond being 
just a ordinary fossicker.
While drawing on the notion of play / make in public spaces from
 
other projects, 
this project has both reinforced my methodology in terms of sourcing and collating 
of raw materials, but also assisted in developing new methods in
 
the creation of 
temporal environments where people could feel inspired to source
 
and/ or make 
their own pieces. I found that the use of humour also goes a long way here –
 
as 
does working with and subverting the familiar (like our shopping
 
trolley studio).
The most influential aspect of this project was exploring the dynamic between the 
temporal and the constant. By working outside my area of making expertise and 
assembling wearables that would only last a few weeks, the project initially 
pushed against my architectural sensibilities of making an exquisite object and  
instead shifted the focus to simply exploring the way an object could embody an 
idea and mediate a conversation. This opened up a new understanding -
 
devaluing 
the physical object and valuing instead the ephemeral event shared by maker / 
observer; seller / buyer.
The project provided an opportunity to work on a range of scales
 
–
 
from the 
assembly of small objects as if they were small 1:1 models to be
 
worn on or near 
the body, to utilising the object as a mediator for conversation,  to the 
establishment of a broader social network -
 
pieces providing a mode of 
interconnection between wearers -
 
moving far beyond the physical space of the 
marketplace.  In this way, Public Assembly became part of the community of 
temporal market stall holders while creating a new community of people wearing 
our jewellery pieces.
PROJECT PROPOSITION
Found objects from the Camberwell Markets are re-assembled in-situ to become 
wearable ‘subjects’
 
of conversation. Participants are welcome to create their own 
pieces, or wear a ‘ready made’
 
which can be purchased by donation.
FOCUS PROJECT 4
INFLUENCES
My fathers garage has always been a magical play space of electronic 
components, providing an endless supply of materials for me to make things 
with –
 
from jewellery to architectural models.
Ted Noten
Noten, Ted and Staal, Gert. CH2=C(CH3)C(=O)OCH3 Enclosures and other 
TN’s. Rotterdam: 010 Publishers. 2006.
OBJECT
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE
Harvesting and collecting of raw materials and future components
Having a mental map of favourite stall holders within the market
Establishing collection criteria: What am I looking for….?
-
 
Obsolete,  post-industrial / analogue components + detritus
-
 
Tools, gauges or measurement / interface devices (knobs, dials)
-
 
Elements that can be worn against the skin / relate to the body
CAMBERWELL SUNDAY MARKET: Stall holder Dave with customers. Coloured items indicate items of interest
PUBLIC ASSEMBLY | CAMBERWELL MARKETS | Melbourne 2008 – ongoing
A.
 
AUDIT
Disassembly: cutting and sorting
Classification and organisation of parts -
 
processing of 
components into smaller and workable pieces 
Approaching making as a type of adhocism
 
–
 
to enable ‘play’
 
and 
process / idea that labouring over a perfected outcome
OBJECT
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE
DISASSEMBLY : processing of parts found from a weighing scaleC
B.
 
STRATEGY
INFLUENCES
Lucy Orta. Making as a mediator for community engagement.
Orrell, Paula. (ed.). Lucy + Jorge Orta.  Pattern Book: An Introduction to 
Collaborative Practices. London: Black Dog Publishing, 2007.
__________________
Yuka Oyama.
 
Schmuck Quickies. 
“I create customised jewellery for volunteers on the spot. Questions such as, 
“What kind of jewellery shall I make for you?” are asked at first. Then, I start 
creating according to the participants’ answers.”
http://www.dearyuka.com/sq1.html
Establishing hierarchies of components
 
and storage containers
Portable infrastructure
 
–
 
that is both playful and functional –
 
the shopping trolley as selling stall and public studio 
Tool-kit with essential items required to make and assemble –
 
for 
myself and for others to participate  + ongoing up-skilling in 
jewellery making
Solutions for Better Living Exhibition. Craft Victoria 2007
An exhibition of jewellery piece that prompt human relations.
Susan Cohn. I Protest: LOVE NO WAR (3), 2004
OBJECT
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE
C.
 
INFRASTRUCTURE
INFLUENCES
RE ASSEMBLY : making a wearable piece from found components – in the this case a builders rule
http://www.annaschwartzgallery.com/
Relational Art Practice
"a set of artistic practices which take as their theoretical and practical point of 
departure the whole of human relations and their social context, rather than an 
independent and private space."
Bourriaud, Nicolas.
 
Relational Aesthetics. Paris: la presses du réel,
 
2002. 
Page 113
PROCESS | TECHNIQUE | RESOLUTION
OBJECT
CONVERSATIONS + COMMUNITY | documentation of conversations and the community of wearers  
D.
 
PRESENTED
OUTCOME
INFLUENCES
Creating connections and conversations
 
via the wearable –
 
with other 
stall holders (suppliers) + the public (as participant) . They also connect 
people who have not met –
 
establishing a new community.
The stall is an invitation to ‘play’
 
–
 
subverting the passive consumer 
role to a potentially active participant. Just as it reveals the
 
process of 
transformation from the discarded to new valued object.
>> Refer to Appendix 5 for supplementary material.
NORTHERN EXPOSURE
A.
 
AUDIT
PROJECT TIMELINE | HOURS
OBJECT
JOURNEY
SEEK
FIND
Our favourite stall locations 
mapped in our mind’s eye..
stall location
ANTIPOD i EXHIBITION
Bondi Pavilion 2003
Working with silversmith, Marcello 
Zarvala, these jewellery pieces were 
designed around two themes. One: 
pieces made from the detritus of the 
everyday. The second- pieces 
containing a map of the wearer’s 
home as a navigational device
WEARABLES 1992 -ongoing
Made from found electronic refuse 
from my father’s garage.
These were driven by self-serving 
process, rather than a social one…
ARRIVE + SET UP 
search for n
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PUBLIC ASSEMBLY | CAMBERWELL MARKETS | Melbourne 2008 – ongoing
in collaboration with Ceri Hann
B.
 
STRATEGY
DISASSEMBLY       PROCESS
TOOL KIT
ORGANISATION OF MATERIALS 
T
21
new items
disassemble found pieces 
friend drops by 
transaction
C O N T I N U O 
transaction
transaction
C.
 
INFRASTRUCTURE
INFRASTRUCTURE AS ARMATURE
DISPLAY ZONE
ACCESS
MAKING ZONE
SIDE VIEWREAR VIEW
VIEW FROM ABOVE
MAKING ZONE CONVERSATION 
ZONE
DISPLAY
drill
vice
peg
mirror
tool box
materials 
box
‘HALL OF FAME’
re
 
ot
 
an
inv
pa
Two modified shopping trolleys 
from the 1960’s – (found by Ceri in a 
skip) act as our portable studio and 
‘shopfront’ – subverting an icon of 
commerce in a playful way.
43
someone gives us materials 
they have found
friend drops by 
search foO U  S       M A K I N G      A N D     C O N V E R S A T I O N 
transaction transaction
transaction
CERES | Harvest Festival
Melbourne 2006
constant documentation + 
cataloguing + display of 
outcomes 
D.
 
PRESENTED
OUTCOME
Audio transcripts of stories from the 
local community were scribed  onto an 
existing wood pile,  which was used for 
the baking of bread during the CERES 
Harvest Festival.  
Via the baking process, the stories
were embodied within 
the bread – living on 
symbolically by being 
eaten, shared and 
distributed by the 
local community.
review of 
other pieces 
and wearers
SELECTION OF A 
PRE-MADE PIECE
MAKING TOGETHER
invitation to
participate
CAMBERWELL MARKET | CONVERSATIONS
TRANSACTION:
DONATION + 
DOCUMENTATION
within the market
creating common ground for 
conversations…..
conversations about the piece
beyond the market
PACK-UP + LEAVE 
LUNCH, CIOFFEE WITH 
FRIENDS
5
h for new items
transaction
transaction
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to others who also have a 
Public Assembly piece








AUDIT INFRASTRUCTURE
13
ROOM
OBJECT
7
6
15
PRESENTED OUTCOME
This is the process residue from the Interventionist Guide
as exhibited within my display cabinet at Platform Gallery. 
11
PROCESS | FRAMEWORK
Working model:
 
exhibition cabinet. A customisable system 
and ‘deposit box’
 
with three layers -
 
a map overlay of 
intervention locations (that could shift in scale + be marked 
up); a large-scale image as a backdrop + a tableau of artifacts 
and documentation from urban actions. The first two elements 
were managed by me -
 
for quality control + budgetary reasons 
as well as relieving the scope of work for collaborators.
Building a scale working model of the 12x exhibition cabinets 
that provided a range of options, the model was used as a 
communication and creative development tool for 
collaborators to work through ideas.
Initial reading of the city:
 
in the footsteps of Arthur Stance: a 
walk through the city with a piece of chalk –
 
identifying possible 
locations for creative intervention and marking up insitu as if the 
space was a 1:1 architectural drawing…
 
this lead me to think about 
how other practitioners might read the city and what places they
 
would identify as locations for creative intervention.
NOTE: 2 years out from project launch.
2
1
URBAN
Forming the idea into a project:
 
exhibition 
proposal to Platform Gallery. This ARI [Artist Run 
Initiative] is located within a public thoroughfare 
at Flinders St Station, Melbourne –
 
enabling the 
project to be presented to a broader audience. 
NOTE: 1 year out from project launch.
The project as a zine / guidebook was also 
proposed, due to Platform Gallery’s long-term 
involvement and adjacency to ‘The Sticky 
Institute’
 
an ARI / zine store. Plus, this project 
would fold into and run in parallel and to my 
own Masters thesis writing. 
Extending the auditing approach + documentation 
system: in collaboration with other practitioners -
 
taking walks; marking up plans; developing 
sketches; questionnaires and recording 
conversations. Also quickly realising
 
that other 
practitioners may not work with or read the city as a 
plan -
 
using narratives, mind-maps and the 
collection of samples / residues instead. 
CAMPUS
4
Opening up the project:
 
seeking out and engaging with a range of like minded urban (art
 
and design) practitioners –
 
10 in total (to align with the Platform display cabinets). Finding 
a representative from a range of mediums / scale of practice / expertise (from emerging to 
mid-career). Including: jewellery making to gardening; performance to projection –
 
also 
each reflecting an aspect of my own practice.
NOTE: Incentives for collaboration: I offered a small (self-funded) honorarium of $500 / 
participant for materials / time. Although this was a small but very important offering, the 
key was ensuring the project had a synergy with the participating practitioner’s practice.
Confirmation of exhibition dates and concept proposal. 
Signing of gallery contracts. Development of an exhibition 
strategy:
 
including medium, participating artists, cabinet 
design (what is possible within the gallery) etc by Platform 
Gallery curators.  
NOTE: 10 months out from project launch.
Development of a creative guideline / framework:
 
for the 
gallery cabinets and zine layouts. Collating ideas and 
producing a single legible document that was presented to 
collaborators for feedback and further creative development. 
It was during this stage, that the idea if creating a short 
‘season’
 
of interventions during the exhibition was suggested 
and supported by collaborators.
Photographs of the scale 
model enabled clear 
communication of 
expected outcomes and 
deliverables to the 
Platform Gallery curators.
Developing common communication platforms: creating a map of 
Melbourne for all of the zines and exhibition cabinets –
 
shifting in 
size and detail depending on the scale of practice &/or not used
 
at 
all if the practitioner does not use plans in their creative process. 
Equally, the graphic for the rear of the cabinet is also produced 
and supplied for each contributor after lengthy discussions -
 
the 
idea being that large scale 'billboard' would enable a quick reading 
from pedestrian commuters -
 
the cabinet working an a range of 
reading scales.
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Encouraging the expansion of exhibition 
parameters:
 
championing the development of work 
that pushed through the static ‘cabinet’
 
display to 
become dynamic and interactive: including 
performance; radio broadcast; sound installation; 
projection (out of the cabinet and onto the audience) 
and negotiating approval with Platform Gallery.
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Research, development and 
selection of appropriate 
materials: working with 
parameters of budget and range. 
A ‘suite’
 
or pallet of finishes was 
created that would enable 
customisation by each 
participant.
8
STRATEGY
12
Urban :
 
the city as a context + site. Mapping as project generator and 
outcome –
 
extending the notion of the map beyond the Cartesian plan to 
include mind maps, text and narratives as a method of ‘site writing’
[See Jane Rendell for more ideas around this]. 
Communicated within the exhibition as annotated maps on each cabinet face 
+ within zine / guides, as well as a participatory map for the audience to add 
to an engage with.
Campus:
 
working within the institutional frameworks 
of the gallery + pushing up against the city planning 
codes by creating a subverted series of creative 
‘master plans’
 
that highlight a creative ‘bottom-up’
 
approach as well as a series of unauthorized actions 
within the city fabric and the gallery.
Room:
 
extending the idea of the ‘urban interior’
 
–
 
immersive experiences; actions  and interactions 
which manifested itself at the Platform Gallery 
exhibition / launch and the 3 days season of 
interventions that occurred across the city. Situated 
within a range of interstitial spaces, the project 
enabled these spaces to become creative / 
inhabited ‘room’.
Object:
 
guidebook / zines; customisable badges to be worn by 
participants + stickers for small-scale participatory action 
across the city. All of these take away objects were created for
 
the audience / general public -
 
enabling ongoing action + 
conversation after the exhibition and event had finished. 
It also included physical residues; objects and photographic 
documentation from participant’s actions located in-situ and 
within the exhibition cabinets.
Revealing sites for urban intervention: in 
collaboration with other like-minded 
practitioners -
 
extending my initial reading of 
spatial opportunities within the interstitial 
spaces of the city
14
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ROOM: Pushing the boundaries: Removing the use of the mapping overlay on 
the face of the cabinets, Roar-a-war-fearatata Collective install themselves as 
a participatory performance and Neil Thomas broadcasts his guidebook as an 
audio / radio tour. Providing improvised and participatory opening actions!
7
OBJECT: Developing a strategy: diagrams, mock-ups and models were used to 
discuss initial exhibition and zine ideas with collaborating practitioners. The 
level of flexibility and customisation these common project elements became a 
critical ingredient – as was the role of the facilitator to steer this process.
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URBAN: Ceri Hann ‘Light Jacking’ Swanston Street. This was one of over twenty 
interventions that occurred over a three day period of the Interventionist Guide 
exhibition. Although a map of locations and times were provided the most 
successful interventions occurred when people chanced upon a project.
Creating a to-do list / spreadsheet: charting the 
progress of each participants project components. 
The levels of management and facilitation varied 
depending on the participant.  Generally, the 
exhibition cabinet + zine [documentation of practice 
and action] were managed and created by me –
 
freeing up time for participants to work on cabinet 
tableau and zine content and their interventions.
Enabling customisation:
 
either modification 
of the key cabinet elements  (eg: graphic 
backdrop &/or map) or after these elements 
are installed. Participants could draw on the 
face of their cabinet; install objects as if the 
cabinet was a ‘deposit box’
 
of their tools and 
creative practice; or create a cabinet that 
enabled interaction (see point 10).
Gallery install:
 
with a short install window 
of one day (when the subway is closed to 
the public) all significant exhibition 
components were created off-site. As each 
cabinet was relatively uniform, the 
exhibition became a system of components –
 
tailored to each participant.  This enabled a 
relatively simple &/or streamlined install 
process. 
URBAN: Reading the city with VJ / video artists Projector Obscura entailed wheeling their 
gear out and testing a series of spaces insitu. As a social occasion, it was equally a test in 
the collaboration between it’s members and the content they would work with – each 
providing a show + tell of new material they were working on at the time.
URBAN: While walking and talking about the city with performance artist, Neil Thomas, it 
became apparent that he read the city not as a Cartesian map, but as a series of 
narratives, observing small details as a starting points for stories.  This influenced the 
project strategy to move beyond the map as a communication device.
OBJECT: The presented outcome for craftivist, Rayna Fahey entailed her zine / 
guidebook becoming a cross-stitch kit. Her central map became a pattern for craft 
action on pushbike baskets, parked on Flinders Lane – their metal weave acting as a 
fabric and temporal surface to work on.
OBJECT: Acoustic ecologist, Anthony Magen and I in discussion: using a set of 
questions about practice and creative approach as a platform for conversation. These 
questions became a common thread between each participant, with each conversation 
being recorded – for reference and zine content. Some important audio fragments about 
process were also incorporated as a sound piece within my exhibition cabinet.
URBAN: On the tools: fabrication of a common mapping device for the Platform exhibition. 
These used only where required and were tailored to each practitioner’s requirements in 
terms of scale and materiality. For example, Caz Guiney’s map worked in reverse – so that 
the streets became gaps to peer through, revealing her small wearables behind.
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This initial stage of a project seeks to define a given project’s scope. No matter 
what scale of operation a project works within, it is intrinsically tied to context. 
The role of the author here is to interrogate and question formally and 
systematically this context both conceptually and physically, in
 
an effort to 
establish a solid foundation to build the next project stage. This process also 
checks that the project proposition has meaningful currency to it’s social and 
physical surroundings.
Generally, this first stage entails  a mapping and data gathering exercise that 
works through all scales simultaneously –
 
from researching city maps at 1:10,000 
in the local history room to visiting and measuring the site experience at 1:1.
Just as the scales shift, so too does the types of mapping –
 
each new reading 
acting as a conceptual engine. 
Refer to diagram below:
The process of QUESTIONING. Key tools: Analysis; Revealing; Collecting
1. URBAN
The collecting
 
of materials and establishing hierarchies of information. In 
particular, understanding the parameters political/power structures of public 
spaces.
2. CAMPUS 
Asking questions & revealing
 
the larger system that the project sits within –
 
underscoring the importance of understanding the system before proposing 
changes within it.
3. ROOM
Analysing
 
the physical qualities of a site and understanding it’s hidden 
characteristics –
 
like history and social narratives. 
4. OBJECT
Collecting materials and
 
observing
 
the larger issue reflected in the small (object / 
wearable) and temporal (sound / conversation) and visa versa.
A.
 
AUDIT
mapping
as a tool for
analysis
conceptual / social
ideas / themesliteral or
physical map
visual sampling
of objects + spaces
spatial
qualities / themes
topical political issues
social dynamics
current / historical use of site
revealing forgotten aspects or qualities
physical: acoustics, light, temperature
levels of porosity:
opportunities for intervention
modes of public / privacy
+ ownership 
A.
 
AUDIT
ADVANTAGES
Auditing a project context can include the physical; social and time based 
conditions, and can be a potent creative generator of ideas.  An
 
idea can be 
tailored to provide local relevancy and social currency -
 
grounding a concept 
within relevant framework. 
It can provide level of clarity in the inception of an idea and can enable an idea 
to be successfully communicated and justified to a range of stakeholders. 
By seeking other participation and input at the audit stage broadens the areas of 
research and scope of idea generation beyond the initial range of the authors. 
DISADVANTAGES
What if the project does not have a site? What if it works within a non-site –
 
like 
an abstract concept or theory? 
This process could have a tendency to overlook the intuitive  and the improvised –
 
over rationalising action and the cognitive process. It could also obscure the 
intuitive  initial response to an idea / project.
REFLECTION: FINDINGS + RELEVANCY 
Investigating a project’s auditing process has revealed the importance of shifting 
across many scales of analysis concurrently –
 
no matter what the scale of 
operation, to ensure a project context has been thoroughly investigated.
It has also highlighted how crucial it is to invest time and effort up front in a 
project. Without thorough analysis, a project may not have a strong justifiable 
position to be realised; gain capital investment; or have a robust conceptual 
underpinning for key stakeholders, invited artists and collaborators to respond to.
FOCUS PROJECT #4
Strategy is the process by which an initial creative hypothesis for a project is 
established, tested and shared -
 
drawing on the contextual audit as a catalyst for 
ideas. 
It is in this stage where a number of loose options are developed by the author, 
using a range of creative techniques such as concept diagrams, mood boards 
and  1:1 site experiments. These are then honed into a final unified vision after 
review and consultation by key stakeholders.  
The decision making process at this stage is worthy of comment. Some practitioners 
operate by stealth in this regard, only to have participants inevitably feel that they 
have been co-opted into an agenda beyond their control. It is critical to establish a 
clear understanding and a transparent decision making process to
 
establish trust
at this crucial point of ‘buy-in’. It is also worth noting that this is the time to offer 
an option to opt-out without damaging the relationship.
The process of SHARING. Key tools: Mark-ups; Diagrams; Overlays; Experiments
The project context and scale of operation effects the development of the creative 
strategy in terms of style of approach, timescales and methods of feedback.
1. URBAN
The city can provide both formal and informal contexts in which to 
develop a creative strategy –
 
depending on the scope, number of participants and 
it’s temporality. Refer to campus and room/object below for context
 
areas…
2. CAMPUS
Is a more formal context, where a complex management system is in 
place. The strategy needs to be a slow, more considered and structured response –
using mark-ups, diagrams and spreadsheets
 
in an effort to establish a clearly 
articulated set of rules for myself and others to work within.
3. ROOM / 4.OBJECT
Is a more informal context,  where there are less stakeholders 
managing the process from above. The strategy can be quick, impromptu and
intuitive –
 
such as creating rough overlays and 1:1 site
 
experiments
 
–
 
working off 
site conditions and experiences -
 
gaining immediate 1:1 feedback via observations 
and testimonials.
B.
 
STRATEGY
ARMATURE A | SHARING
FOCUS PROJECT #4
B.
 
STRATEGY
ARMATURE A | SHARING
ADVANTAGES
Creating a flexible strategy that seeks feedback from a range of
 
stakeholders 
enables early buy-in and commitment from a range of participants -
 
enabling the 
project’s future success. Allowing space and time for the testing of ideas (and 
failure) at this stage affords the opportunity for greater conceptual 
experimentation by creative collaborators.  
Expected levels of engagement are adjusted to suit each stakeholder: ‘expert’
 
practitioners act as collaborators -
 
expanding the conceptual framing of the 
project and assisting in the project delivery; authorities mediate the project’s 
strategic boundaries; + the general public / broader community provide specific 
input -
 
tailored to their skills &/or experiences. This process enables
 
the sharing a 
project’s ‘authorship’
 
beyond a single individual.
DISADVANTAGES
There is a danger that the author can loose control of this critical stage of a 
project if the initial strategy is too loose –
 
and not robust enough to withstand 
critical feedback and changes from key stakeholders.  By engaging in the process 
of engagement at this early stage, you can run the risk of seriously undermining 
the spirit and strength of a project.
Alternatively, if the strategy is too controlled, it can result in an overly 
prescribed outcome.
REFLECTION: FINDINGS AND RELEVANCY
The importance of this stage is in the method and technique of establishing a 
strategic top-level plan –
 
with an underpinning concept, idea or theme in which 
all subsequent stages can be tested and measured.
It  is in this stage where a responsive armature is first established –
 
whereby the 
role of the author is clearly defined, then expanded to include the participation of 
stakeholders via the role of active feedback rather than the creation of an idea by 
group consensus.
FOCUS PROJECT #4
Infrastructure is the process of establishing the right conditions to ensure a 
project concept or creative strategy can be delivered and presented, while 
allowing the potential for new and unexpected outcomes to be contributed by 
other project participants.
The Infrastructure stage for projects within the Ephemeral Laboratory respond 
to an existing physical environment rather than building a new space. In 
particular,  they are site specific adaptations working within the parameters of 
the context, while reflecting the scope of each participants level of engagement.
This can range from the potential siting
 
of an artist’s work within in the urban 
environment to the organisation and offering of parts for the public to make with.
No matter what scale of operation, the conditions should ensure that 
collaborators have been given a sense of ownership or a sense of
 
confidence to
experiment within a project.
The process of
 
DISCUSSION, INVITATION & ENGAGEMENT  
Key tools: The ‘kit of parts’; communication tools and the creation of contexts.
1. URBAN
Developing a hierarchy of communication tools
 
in an effort to 
engage the city occupant in a broader discussion about their city –
 
revealing the 
creative potential within the urban fabric as part of a creative
 
network.
2. CAMPUS
Infrastructure within this highly structured context focuses on ways 
to gain stakeholder buy-in. This can range from presentation tools to a system of 
approach or ‘kit of parts’
 
which can be used by a variety of participants.
3. ROOM
This is the Installation of physical infrastructure to enhance the 
tectonic qualities of a space. Creating a context
 
that can become a creative 
score for performers (both as artist and participant) to work within & respond to.
4. OBJECT
Infrastructure here is the modification and the representation of the
familiar –
 
offering an invitation
 
for anyone to participate and make.
C.
 
INFRASTRUCTURE
ARMATURE B | DISCUSSION, INVITATION, ENGAGEMENT
FOCUS PROJECT #4
ADVANTAGES
When working with collaborative practitioners, ‘infrastructure’
 
can entail the 
development of a common or unified format or platform of presentation –
 
creating a visual or physical ‘datum’
 
that enables the similarities and 
differences of approach and practice to be read in high relief.
This datum also establishes a robust presentation platform for participants to 
work within or push-up against. When this platform is challenged or ‘ruptured’
 
it 
has the potential to create an exciting and unexpected outcome –
 
extending the 
original authors expectations.
DISADVANTAGES
If the common project elements or infrastructure are too rigid and do not enable 
a level of flexibility and customisation by collaborators, the presented outcome 
has the potential to be uniform, lack a dynamic or range and stifle the creative 
process for participants. The project risks reading as a single voice rather than 
many working in unison or collaboratively. 
The role of the author here can be a challenging / exhausting negotiation with 
each participant -
 
enabling them to concurrently comply and re-interpret the 
project framework. If they have not engaged at the early ‘strategy’
 
stage, it will 
be difficult or impossible for them to engage in this stage successfully –
 
jeopardising the project outcome.
REFLECTION: FINDINGS + RELEVANCY 
The infrastructure stage is where a robust physical and collaborative armature is 
established to ensure a project to can exceed the author’s expectations.
This is the stage where the author is reliant on others to engage with the project 
creatively -
 
offering mutual trust and expanding the role of author to the 
participant. This stage is not made in isolation in the studio –
 
but rather through 
the process of site meetings, presentations or engaging with the
 
public realm, 
offering a creative framework that is flexible
 
enough for others make their own 
impression while maintaining the integrity of the project strategy.
C.
 
INFRASTRUCTURE
ARMATURE B | DISCUSSION, INVITATION, ENGAGEMENT
FOCUS PROJECT #4
The presented outcome is the culmination of an ephemeral project
 
–
 
lasting a few 
hours to a few months.  It cannot exist without the creation of a physical space, 
or presentation device, and requires the participation of an audience. 
In each scale of operation, the role of the audience shifts from
 
participant to 
creative contributor, just as the role of the author in this stage can change from
facilitator to participant.
The process of CONVERSATION + EMPATHETIC EXPERIENCES. 
The key outcomes are audience engagement and expanded authorship
 
enabling 
a project to go beyond one’s expectations
1. URBAN
The presented outcome can range from an exhibition of hypothetical 
ideas within a gallery context to a physical (mainly temporal and unsanctioned) 
intervention within the city fabric-
 
visited by the broader public by chance or by 
way of a map or walking tour. These attempt to provide a platform for an ongoing 
conversation about the city.
2. CAMPUS
There are two scales of presentation in this context –
 
one is the  
empowerment of stakeholders
 
to take ownership in a project, taking the 
opportunity to learn through experimentation and failure.  The other is the 
exhibition –
 
which plays an important role in the presentation of outcomes. In the 
case of the educational institution, this idea is expanded to include the physical 
fabric of the intuition as a location for experimentation, exhibition and display.
3. ROOM
The temporal event or festival provides the perfect context for projects 
that respond to an interior space or gallery in a playful way. Presented outcomes 
attempt to engage participants
 
via an immersive and sensory experience. Like the 
campus context, it also offers up an arena for the participant (dissolving the divide 
between artist/collaborator and audience) to play and experiment.
4. OBJECT
The physical object as a presented outcome is the crucial mediator of a 
social connection. Providing a context in which an ephemeral event can be shared 
by the maker and the participant.
D.
 
PRESENTED
OUTCOME
FOCUS PROJECT #4
ADVANTAGES
Presenting a range of outcomes that can shift in scale, experience and level of 
participation enables a dynamic and varied reading. The participatory nature of the 
creative process also expands the scope and presented outcome. It empowers 
collaborative practitioners to own the project and push the boundaries of what are 
possible –
 
especially methods of engagement with the broader public.
By creating a supportive context that allows room for failure and experimentation 
right up to and including the public presentation stage enables the outcome to be 
structured yet fluid -
 
allowing for the improvised and unorchestrated
 
outcome 
when required.
DISADVANTAGES
When presented outcomes are situated in a range of locations –
 
the gallery, the 
printed guidebook, the city street and on line, how do you enable a participant to 
experience all of these contexts simultaneously? What about experiences over 
time and those that have shifting timescales? 
Documentation of these outcomes poses some difficulties: How does one 
document the residues of these events that provide a meaningful,
 
engaging 
experience for the viewer? By the photograph? Video? Virtual tour? Narrative? Or 
are the marks, stains and physical residues from an action / experience more 
potent?
REFLECTION: FINDINGS + RELEVANCY 
The most important aspect of the presented outcome within the Ephemeral 
Laboratory has been the number of projects that have moved beyond the author’s 
initial expectations. 
By opening up the role of the audience / participant, the presented outcome stage
it has been
 
the most personally rewarding –
 
especially when one observes the 
power of other people’s creativity and resourcefulness when given an opportunity 
to play and experiment..
D.
 
PRESENTED
OUTCOME
FOCUS PROJECT #4CONCLUSION
Reflecting upon the initial framing of the masters investigation, I believed that I 
would focus on and hone a specific area of my practice, such as urban curation. 
Instead, I have developed an overarching methodology for a temporal practice 
which shifts between a range of scales and contexts. 
There have been key moments of revelation throughout the project
 
process, 
especially the key turning point when I realised the parallel between the 
frameworks I sought to develop for (urban) curation and the organisational 
structures I had developed in the corporate (campus) context. This led to a 
growing awareness of the interrelationship of what I had previously considered to 
be separate parts of my practice. 
The process of devising events to expand my methodology into areas of play and 
experimentation yielded a wealth of new observations and aided the development 
of new growth within my practice. Just as the process of project analysis revealed 
that the structures and systems that I have likened to methodological armatures 
needed to be as dynamic and flexible as the people using them.
At times, the humble retreat from a failed project became a moment of real 
learning. A key lesson was to learn the subtle difference between expanded 
authorship and ‘design by consensus’
 
which can appear ambiguous in some 
circumstances. This is where the development of a hierarchy of action is of 
paramount importance -as a way of stating aspirations that match participants 
expectations and as a way of establishing trust.
The final masters research project called ‘The Interventionist Guide’
 
at Platform 
Gallery, brought these findings together and presented them within a public 
arena. 
This project enabled me to critically reflect on my key research aim –
 
the 
development of a creative framework within a range of temporal practices. It also 
enabled me to  contextualize this framework alongside the methodologies of other 
like-minded practitioners and provide a loose guide for other practitioners to use. 
As the framework identified key milestones within the creative process, it 
highlighted when critical decisions need to be made. If applied to another, or 
other practitioners project, these milestones would act as a simple system or 
foundation for a more complex layer of project specific parameters to sit over. 
This enables room for specific customisation where required, enabling other 
practitioners to tailor it to their own creative approach and specific project scope.
FOCUS PROJECT #4
As illustrated in 'The Interventionist Guide' project, the proposed framework is a 
linear process –
 
however,  it could work in cycles at certain stages –
 
looping many 
times until a satisfactory and agreed result is achieved to move
 
to the next stage.
The established linear framework so enables variations and interruptions to the 
process to be seen in high relief.  Interruptions to this process need to be 
welcomed rather than discouraged. They allow a project and the creative process 
to develop –
 
sometimes opening a narrow frame of reference. 
While the process of undertaking the masters has been of immense
 
value in 
focusing and reframing my practice, it’s examination via 'The Interventionist 
Guide' project become a milestone in my going practice, for which I now feel 
equipped to embrace with great enthusiasm.
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SKETCH FROM ROTTERDAM PROJECT LOG BOOK : Reconsidering the presentation as an experience
The model made for the exhibition was labour intensive and not effective in 
articulating the dynamics of the project proposition. I began to
 
reconsider 
how I would represent the curatorial proposition as an interactive and 
spatial experience –
 
drawing on the icons of the war map room as a starting 
point –
 
manipulating the social repercussions of war on civilian lives rather 
than strategic positioning of miliary artillery.
www.liverpoolwarmuseum.co.uk
IMAGE | LIVERPOOL WAR MUSEUM MAP ROOMIMAGE | Scene from the film: Dr. Strangelove 
(1964) Director: Stanley Kubrick
URBAN
REFLECTION
APPENDIX 1
PROJECT
APPENDIX 2 | Interventionist Guide: Masters Project
Melbourne, Platform Gallery 2009
During the month of October, the Platform Gallery at Flinders St
 
Station is set 
to transform into a virtual map of Melbourne. Showcasing ten artists whose 
practice interrogates the urban fabric, the exhibition will reveal sites for 
individuals and groups to creatively and temporarily intervene with the city.    
www.interventionistguide.org
The Interventionist Guide is an exhibition which applies the principles of a 
flexible armature within a curatorial context – both framing my Masters 
research and providing a context for my ongoing practice.
The intention of this project is to establish structures both organisational and 
physical which could provide or highlight opportunities for risk taking by way 
of public acts of creativity.
The project works on a range of scales – from the broad context of mapping 
the city, to the city interpreted within display cabinets and A5 sized zines 
within the subterranean Platform Gallery. It also engages with a range of 
artistic practitioners whose work ranges from the intimate wearable to the 
sound walk. 
IMAGE | PLATFORM DEGRAVES STREET SUBWAY, MELBOURNE








Roarawar-feartata-collective 
Performance.
Friday October 16.  Somewhere . . . everywhere . . . 
anywhere in the city . . . there's no meeting point. It won't 
happen unless you're there to see it . . .
CAZ GUINEY 
Installing work insitu.
Saturday October 17 at 2pm. Meet at the 
corner of Bourke St and Godfrey St
Men in Suits 
Acapella Choir
Where might you see these Men in Suits? In the 
foyers of the cathedrals of capitalism?  Amongst 
the bustle of a corporate coffee shop conference? 
In the laneways and byways of commercial city 
centres? Without fear of identification, in the 
vastness of fine public spaces?
LYNDA ROBERTS 
Curb-side drinks + hot-off the press interventionist guides! 
Friday October 16 at 6pm. Majorca Cabinet: Degraves Street. 
NEIL THOMAS
Subway transistor sit-in. Remember to bring an fm receiver 
and headphones.  Broadcasting throughout October. Degraves 
Subway.
PROJECTOR OBSCURA 
Guerilla Projection.
Saturday October 17 at 7pm. 
Meeting Point: Banana Alley Bridge,  Finders Street. 
ILAN ABRAHAMS: 
Planter box shuffle.  Friday October 16 from 3pm. 
Federation Square, Swanston St side
CERI HANN 
Barrel of monkeys philosophy department. beside the city 
square around a 44 gallon drum, bring mirrors, lenses and 
imagination  Friday October 16 at 8pm
CYE WOOD 
Violin Improvisation
Friday October 16 from 4.30pm. Centreway 
Arcade - Collins St + Flinders Ln
RAYNA FAHEY 
Installing across various CBD locations during 
October 16-18. Check the Platform cabinet for 
more details. 
ANTHONY MAGEN: 
Sound Walk. 
Friday October 16 at 7pm. Meet at the Majorca Cabinet: 
Degraves Street.
Sunday October 18 at 3pm. Meet at the Majorca Cabinet: 
Degraves Street.
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MAKE culture
Rayna Fahey | Interventionist Guide to Melbourne
xxxxxxxxx
Rayna Fahey | Radical Cross Stitch
www.radicalcrossstitch.com
Rayna will be installing across various CBD locations during October 16-18.   
Check the Platform cabinet for more details
SHARE YOUR INTERVENTIONS! GO TO:
www.interventionistguide.org 
x
MAKE culture
Rayna Fahey | Interventionist Guide to Melbourne
xxxxxxx
xx xx xx xx
x xxxxxxxx
Rayna Fahey aka Kakariki is the Co-founder of Melbourne Craft 
Cartel and Co-founder of the Melbourne Revolutionary Craft Circle. 
Rayna is part of the great kiwi conspiracy to colonise Australia. 
She is an activist, mother, lover + gardener and is best known for 
reclaiming ugly chain link fences with conscious crafty love.
 
 This zine is the result of a series of conversations between the 
Interventionist Guide curator, Lynda Roberts and Rayna Fahey – 
where we discussed ideas around creative engagement within the 
city and Rayna’s motivation as an artist and activist. 
CRAFTIVISM X RADICAL CROSS STITCH
Radical Cross Stitch is about using craft to communicate subversive 
ideas, subverting craft to communicate ideas and playing on the 
ambiguity of legal parameters – like what’s graffiti?  Does it have 
to be made with a marker or a spray can?  Defining graffiti is both 
pointless and shows the gender dynamics of street art.  Saying that 
graffiti is ‘this’ - just defining it - is what narrow and rather pointless.  
This discussion is about finding new canvases for craft, asking 
questions about space and questions to do with ownership, access, 
power and control. 
Melbourne Revolutionary Craft Circle is the ‘terrorist 
front name’ for what we do.  And I mention this because 
I’ve been asked ‘how do people join the craft circle?’  
and I say they should start their own; every suburb 
should have their own revolutionary craft circle.   
And there are - they’re starting up everywhere. What 
really interests me is the history of the subversive uses 
of craft.  And that has quite a strong historical relevance 
for Australia.  Because who I point to as being the 
original radical crafters were the luddites; who were 
crafters who got very political. This is back in the day 
when craft was an everyday part of our lives and the 
crafters were the people that made all the stuff we used.  
Manufacturing was craft.  
The luddites saw the introduction of the industrial revolution as the end 
of that culture and they used direct action to try and stop it.  Whilst sadly 
some were executed, most of the people that got convicted under the 
machine breaking laws in England were transported to Australia. Radical 
craft analysis was part of Australian culture and part of our identity.    
Australia does have a good history of celebrating a rebellious spirit in 
a sense - because there’s the Eureka Spirit and there’s Ned Kelly two 
very strong cultural aspects of Australian history that are about defying 
authority.  I see no reason why we shouldn’t continue to use craft as a 
medium of rebellion and dissent. 
WAYS TO ENGAGE WITH THE CITY FABRIC
1. Stitching on existing built canvases
These are grids that I find in urban spaces.  I’m especially interested in 
tucked away ones as well.   So when some one stumbles down an alley 
drunk for a piss, they find something that makes them go ‘oh maybe I 
shouldn’t just piss all over the place?’   I’m very conscious of the gender 
dynamics of urban space and really concerned with this whole ‘fuck the 
land, it’s mine, I’m going to conquer it and put big penis skyscrapers on it and then go out and get drunk and 
piss all over it’ attitude.  I believe this is an attitude that needs some serious challenging.  And that doesn’t mean 
more security cameras or police on the streets. That means cultural change initiated by the community.
2. Working with temporary grids.
An example is doing creative stuff with peoples bike baskets. A real acknowledgement of the passing through 
activities that occur in urban spaces. It’s about paying respects to the people who don’t cause a war in Iraq 
every time they go to town.
 
xxxxxxxx
3. Engaging with the the current graffiti 
debate…
by doing graffiti that doesn’t fit within the 
normal definitions of graffiti.  The debate is 
very ageist and it’s very elitist and it’s such an 
exclusionary thing.  It’s saying ‘your art isn’t art, 
and it doesn’t belong in this space, you don’t 
belong in this space, get out.’  
I’m also interested in questioning the stupid 
logic behind banning of spray paint cans.  This 
is saying ‘y’ know it’s not the only form of street 
art’. So I’m quite keen to take existing pieces of 
finished women’s work and sticking it into the 
urban space, like graffiti.   
So this is a piece that would be excluded from 
craft.  When I found it in the op shop I just 
laughed because it’s just so technically wrong, 
it is hideously stitched!!
I thought ‘this is like the graffiti of craft’.  So rather 
than mock this, I thought I should really honour 
it, by stitching ‘Punk Lives’ on it -  this is anarchy 
in action. Fuck all conventions - because craft, 
especially things like needlepoint and embroidery 
is so heavily conventionalised. You DO NOT 
reinvent stitching. You DO NOT break traditions 
and the norms.  It’s even worse than art in some  
of those regards. Which is why I did that one.    
So I’m quite keen to turn this into a bit of a graffiti 
piece and go and stick it up somewhere  
– and do this with a few more pieces. Probably  
not exactly like this but rather getting a piece  
of fabric, stitching on it and going and sticking  
it on something within the urban fabric. 
THE ROLE OF THE ARTIST
I’d say the role of the artist in society is to reflect what society looks like, and 
to communicate a vision of what society could be.  Because what drives me 
as an artist is that I came into it from politics.  And I sat as a politician being 
constantly frustrated at artists who refused to engage in the world.   
IDEAS X ISSUES
I’m quite keen to talk about my experiences as a migrant.  Because when 
I say I’m a migrant,  people look at me and go ‘but you’re white?’  There’s a 
privilege that I have as a white person have coming into this country that I 
automatically have more rights and privilege than certainly the indigenous 
people, but even non-european looking non-indigenous people. 
One of the things I’m quite keen to talk about is that as a migrant to New 
Zealand, and when I was living there I did consider myself a migrant, as a 
part of a migrant family.  Despite the fact that my family had been living there 
for seven generations.  The reason I was able to live there was because of 
the Treaty. That was my contract of entry.
There is no Treaty here.  And as a migrant, I want one.
It concerns me that the debate is still very much in the context of talking 
about Treaty being for indigenous people.  A Treaty isn’t for indigenous 
people; it’s for non-indigenous people - it’s a code of conduct for visitors. 
And I think there’s too much focus on it being part of reconciliation. I’ve 
never liked the word reconciliation.  Because reconcile is to make peace. 
And that’s important but it’s only the first step.  The debate really should be 
about decolonisation, which is about changing behaviour.  
So I’m quite keen to go around and stitch mini land rights flags in little 
places.  Because I think Victoria more than anywhere, indigenous people 
are so invisible and so marginalised and whenever we talk about ‘the 
indigenous problem’ in Australia – and I say that very tongue in cheek.  It’s 
like, what’s going on in Arnhem Lands or Alice or where ever, what’s going 
on with the intervention.  But actually look at what’s happening in Victoria. 
Because here as much as anywhere, we are on Aboriginal Land. 
FINDING INSPIRATION…
Thanks to strong influences in my family, 
history is very important to me.  It’s so hard 
to find the history of radical craft.  I’ve got 
a degree in Women’s Studies so I already 
knew that women’s history was marginalised.  
And then I started learning about craft and 
was surprised I hadn’t learnt any of this in my 
degree.  It’s a marginalised history within a 
marginalised history.  So I started to investigate 
the history of political craft and no ones done it. 
Go to my blog to read about my research: 
www.radicalcrossstitch.com/wiki
There are books about specific times or 
techniques, but there are no books on radical 
craft most of the resources are web based…. 
  
There is one book called the Subversive 
Stitch and it’s fabulous.  It talks about how 
embroidery was used to educate women 
about feminine values but it looked at how 
women subverted it.  And it’s very subtle.   
If you were uneducated about the history  
and you looked at some of these pieces you 
would not think they were subversive.  But  
the very cheeky twists of words and sayings.
Web based resources…
Greenham Common history site. www.yourgreenham.co.uk
 
Greenham Common was very much used as a way to experiment with 
female ways of protest and women’s ways of challenging the system.   
So they very much challenged method and  message of protest and 
resistance.  Craft of course played a strong role.
Also, my ancestor Lucy Lyall (great-great.... grandmother) was politically 
active in New Zealand before suffrage.  After revisiting her story recently  
I discovered she was into radical cross stitch in the 1860s!  To go the full 
circle, start with family history, getting political, 
knowing the family political history, getting into 
craft, getting into craft history then discovering 
the radical craft history in my family has been a 
wonderful process.  
 
Other key inspirations
www.lisanneauerbach.com 
www.microrevolt.org 
www.sararahbar.com 
There has been a huge resurgence back to craft 
and most of it’s all about making cute vintage stuff.  
And I reckon there’s gotta be more to it than that 
– especially in terms of  radical potential.  You can 
make a crochet carrot or you can make a food not 
bombs crochet carrot.  And it’s the same thing but 
it’s what you call it and how you use it.  These are 
questions we shouldn’t be afraid to ask ourselves.  
The other thing that really interests me is the 
waste.  Because we are so compulsively prolifically 
wasteful when it comes to textiles.  It’s one thing 
to challenge the unsustainable aspects of fashion.  
But a bit crazy to then go and support the same 
production methods in craft supplies.  
It’s all about process.  
 
I call myself a craft evangelist because of stuff like this.
But the fiery radical spirit, where has it gone?
One of the things I find about young political women now is that they’re 
much more than I’ve ever experienced, seek permission to be radical. 
The amount of people who have asked if they can be part of my revolution 
astounds me.  It’s like ‘no, you can’t not if you’re going to ask!’ It doesn’t  
work like that.  The revolution will not be televised and you don’t have to  
take home a permission slip. 
xxxxxx
People have got no idea of the history of what happened 
here, no idea of the genocide. They’ve got no idea of 
the reason they don’t see any indigenous people on the 
streets of Melbourne is because so many are in prison.    
The grid has been imposed on the land so by stitching 
on the grid it’s about imposing the land back on the city.    
So the two main things that concern me are the land 
ownership and the safety and accessibility aspects of 
the urban space. Because I’ve lived in the city; I lived in 
Melbourne city for six weeks with a newborn.  And as an unemployed mother, 
living in the city, this place hated me. I was so unwelcome. It was just so 
unfriendly.  It was just so clear that the space was not designed for people like 
me. I know plenty of people who never come into the CBD because it is so 
inhospitable and I wonder not only how many people are excluded from this 
space but how many of the regular users would ever stop and think  
about them. 
I come into the city about once a week and when I go home at night, 
especially if it’s a bit later, say 10pm, the amount of looks I get because I have 
a pram, and I’m pregnant and I’m by myself and I’m in the city.  It’s like ‘what 
the fuck are you doing? You don’t belong here’  Who says?  Where is it written 
down that certain types of people should be excluded from urban space?
So really interested in challenging attitudes towards safety and the invisibility 
of mothers, children and the elderly in urban space. 
I have a pram, and I’m pregnant and I’m by myself and 
I’m in the city.  It’s like ‘what the fuck are you doing? 
‘You don’t belong here’xx x
Textile production in Bangladesh
1. Find bike basket
2. Knot wool 3. First Half Stitch
4. A full cross stitch…
5. Knotting and finishing off…
6. Finished cross stitch heart
Separate your thread so you have two strands and thread needle. Starting at the top of the pattern, thread your needle through from 
the back of the fabric, leaving 3 cm of thread at the back. When you begin stitching make sure the tail of the thread is tucked under 
and secured.
There are two methods. The first method is to work a row of half stitches (////), then work back ( \ \ \ \) to complete the X’s.
Use this method for most stitching. The second method is to complete each X as you go. Use this method for vertical rows of stitches.
It is important that all the X’s are crossed in the same direction. That is, the top thread of the X should always slant in the same 
direction (either \ or /). It does not matter which way they slant, but if they are mixed the finished piece will look wonky.
Be careful not to pull the thread too tight as it will distort the fabric and make it harder tostraighten at the end. When you get to the 
end of a piece of thread, run it under the stitches at the back so it holds it tight. Trim off any spare bits of thread. But make sure that 
there is at least 2cm of thread held tight at the back.
Any questions, check out www.radicalcrossstitch.com/xstitch for resources or email kakariki@radicalcrossstitch.com
Instructions : Cross Stitch
‘Here is the heart 
pattern - but don’t let 
that hold you back!’
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xx xx xx
xx xx xx xx
xxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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TIPS FOR CRAFTY PUNTERS 
Location Map | Melbourne CBD
Rialto 495 Collins St (cnr
 
King St) Empty Garden Beds
Size:
 
Eastern bed near café
 
window –
 
0.5m deep x 5.5m long,  
Southern bed with dark grey backing wall –
 
1m deep x 9m long 
Tips:
 
Both of these locations are similar in that they are empty garden beds 
(or giant ashtrays) full of white stones.  The craft works made for these 
locations could vary however I suggest that for efficiency, works on 
skewers/sticks/stiff stainless piano wire (available from Hearns
 
Hobbies, 
295 Flinders St) might enable you to create a garden installation of sorts.  I 
would also suggest you suit up to blend in with the crowd, perch
 
on the 
edge and suck on a Styvo
 
for lunch; it’s a smokers paradise! As you draw 
on your cigarette simply lean back, set course for fun and discretely 
implant your installations.  Anyone who notices will probably assume you 
have left some rubbish behind, smile back at the glare and then relish in 
the thought that the punter may just take a second look and be witness to 
a sneaky intervention that they will still deem to be rubbish!
colli
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Francis St (northern wall), small alcove,
 
55mts                 
from King St, 43cm from ground level.                           
Size
 
mms:100h x 170w x 120d
Tips: This one’s simple.  It has a pre-prepared shelf and it’s not 
surrounded by much infrastructure or city life other than passers by.  
You could don a high-vis
 
vest if you need to fuss otherwise no one will 
really care too much what goes on here.
Francis St (northern wall), I beam, half way down, 
next to DHS, 2.5 mts
 
off the ground
Size cms: 10d x 300w
Tips: Similar to location 8 (Rialto shelf), works for this location could 
do with some pre-prep.
 
Works ideally should be attached to a long flat 
piece of light weight timber, cardboard or foam core (any colour) which 
can simply be slid onto the I beam shelf.  Alternatively you could 
simply place individual works on the shelf, it lends itself to a
 
crafty 
series.  This is one of those drab alcoves in the CBD populated by 
smokers.  I suggest that you take advantage of the public nature
 
of 
this space and perform the intervention during working hours as an 
out and proud cultural interventionist.  The surrounding mob could do 
with a bit of entertainment.  If they set them alight all the more fun!
Francis St (northern wall), round alcove with trap 
door, 20 mts
 
up from Spencer St, 5cm from ground 
level.  Size:  20cm diameter x 8cm deep
Tips: Again, very simple and a couple of options.  A teaser craftwork 
could be attached to the trap door with another inside the drain
 
as a 
reward for those who investigate further or you could simply place a 
piece on the curved shelf.  It is fairly shallow so work will need to be 
secured or it may blow away. Carpet strength double sided tape will be a 
handy accessory as would the high-vis
 
vest.
Godfrey St (near corner Bourke St) eastern wall below 
'Commit No Nuisance' sign
Size cms:22h x 26w x 20d
Tips: This site is fabulous for obvious reasons and fairly straight forward. 
Not a particularly populated area, mainly just foot traffic and smokers.  
Main issue is to consider the materials as it is a drain and craft works will 
get wet when it rains.  Half the fun is leaving the lifespan of the 
intervention up to the elements! 
Little Collins St (in b/w nos.600 & 616) x 2, 70mts 
from Spencer St
Size: of indiv. squares 6 x 6cm, depth of access on right vent 15cm
Tips: At this site a pair of beige or ‘nude’
 
overalls/dungarees is 
recommended for camouflage with the beige wall. As you know nude
 
is 
the new black so you can wear them again and again or at least up until 
the end of 2009.  Disguised as an air-conditioning tradesman you will go 
unnoticed.  Ditch the Crumpler
 
and have your tools and craft works in a 
suitable kitbag. The vent on the left has a wide (albeit filthy)
 
shelf at the 
base and the right hand vent has a back wall perfect for mounting 
works.  The super-dooper
 
carpet strength double sided tape would again 
come in handy here as would a pair of small tongs/long tweezers and a 
poking stick.
600 Little Collins St, Stella Maris, suburban 60's 
survives the CBD
 
Size: middle squares 9.5cm3
6
Tips:  Crafty nooks galore!
 
This site is once again verging on private property 
so pre-prep and efficiency are of the essence.  There is no back to this fab
 
60’s open brickwork so craft works will need to be secured with tape or 
designed to be tension fit. Saturated whisky breath, a swagger and a sailor’s 
cap might be worth considering for this site as it is actually a
 
Seafarers’
 
Centre run by the Catholic church.  Hopefully their pastoral care extends 
beyond sea faring folk to interventionist folk. If not be prepared for 
confession…………just don’t forget to leave a crafty intervention in the 
confessional to amuse the next sinner!
‘I was a stranger and you made me welcome’. Matthew 25:25
If problems arise pray to St Luke, he is the patron saint of jewellers
 
and 
artists as well as butchers, brewers and surgeons!
8
9
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448 Flinders Lane, low rectangular alcove
Size mm’s : 200h x 400w x 240d
Tips: This location is fairly public so I suggest a pair of overalls, high vis vest, 
peaked cap and a lunch box with cut sandwiches (preferably a stack of 4; corn 
beef and pickles if you want to be authentic) and a can of Coke. I am not 
suggesting you consume either of these but they will provide enough of a 
disguise for you to slip your work into the alcove with little or no fuss.  If you do 
need to fuss at least you are dressed for the job.  The cobalt blue wall is quite 
dramatic and has potential to inspire a colourful response to this location.
Show Girls Bar 20-46 King St, eyelet screw.
 
12m from corner of Flinders Lane –
 
look for a vertical recess in 
bluestone wall that houses a grey downpipe.
 
Height:
 
Approx. 2.5m 
off the ground
Tips:
 
Preferably install during daylight hours to avoid the King St blood bath 
that commonly occurs in these parts. The screw eyelet dimensions: I/D 
10mm, O/D 20mm.  It is closed (unlike a hook) so your piece will
 
need to be 
designed to thread through the 10mm hole. This could simply be a
 
hook 
attached to or designed into your piece.  Umbrellas are handy devices in this 
game to enable you to hook your work onto the eyelet.  If you are still unused 
to carrying an umbrella in Melbourne you might prefer a walking stick or 
perhaps in these parts an expandable police baton. A baton, fishnets and 
feathers perhaps?
In this carry position the expandable baton is concealed. It won't 
alarm the public, and most importantly it won't smash your knees
 
when you are running”
 
http://www.safecity.nsw.edu.au/expandable.htm
Rialto 495 Collins St (cnr
 
King St) Suluti
 
Café, 
display shelf
 
Size cms
 
: 30wide x 600long
Tips: This location is tricky as it verges on private space.  A suit, a latte, an 
intervention partner and a long brolley
 
are absolute necessities.  Some 
studio prep is a must for this site. Works will need to be attached to a long 
flat piece of light weight timber, cardboard or foam core (preferably 
white)which
 
can simply be slid onto the shelf, the brolley
 
acts as a push 
tool to nudge the work along out of reach.  Locate yourself at the café
 
table 
closest to the shelf during business hours (lunch time may be too hectic).  
When suiting up keep it simple and don’t try too hard, if you feel daggy
 
or 
strangely powerful you’ve nailed it.
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Sound Feedback Chamber. Live recording. Artist: Jake Beirut.    7:57
Sunday Night at the Movies. FBi 94.5fm. Broadcast Sunday April 8 2007.
Installation descriptions
2.
 
Eoghan
 
Lewis 1:53
3.
 
Somaya
 
Langley (artist)
 
1:50
4.
 
Renata Pari
 
1:51
5.
 
Imogen
 
Semmler
 
1:18
6.
 
David McDonnell
 
4:39
Chamber One: Photographic feedback chamber
APPENDIX 3
UNDERBELLY | Art Festival
Carriageworks, Sydney 2008
A collaboration with Team Vespertine. 
--------------------
An influential project within the 
Ephemeral Laboratory can also be one that 
can fail or fail to meet expectations.
This was the case for the second 
Underbelly Art Festival in 2008 –
 
which 
became a challenging collaboration 
between artists, event organisers and 
local government authorities.  
The intention of the project was to extend 
the ideas explored in our first project by 
locating an installation beyond the 
bounds of the ‘art institution’
 
of 
Carriageworks
 
in an attempt to connect 
with the local residents of Redfern.
This aspiration was thwarted by conflicting 
interests from different scales of hierarchy 
and by limited timeframes-
 
destabilising 
trust between the collaborating artists and 
resulting in an unsatisfactory and 
disappointing outcome.
Project Proposition: 
The wall that runs along 245 Wilson 
Redfern acts as a physical and symbolic 
barrier between the local residents and 
the recently opened arts hub 
Carriageworks. 
‘Perforation 245’ sought to disrupt this 
divide - by using light projections and 
sound, surveillance technologies and 
radio frequencies. The project proposed to 
create a dialogue and interface between 
inside and out - Carriageworks and local 
residents, past and present. A
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Final Installation* - an assembly of our creative experience 
embodying the potential of what could have been…
* note the red tape
APPENDIX 5
OBJECT | Support Material
The pieces of this jigsaw 
have been enjoyed by many 
as badges and pendants, 
purchased by donation from 
Camberwell
 
Market, gifted to 
friends and sent to 
international acquaintances.
The set has come to 
represent the many and the 
one. The fragmentation of 
dispersion and the 
inevitability of reconnection.
A corner of this puzzle is 
offered to each of the 
examiners as a token of 
appreciation for their role in 
the reframing of my practice 
which has been evidenced 
in the accompanying 
document.
FOCUS PROJECT #4
Thank you to everyone who has participated in the Ephemeral Laboratory. Without your 
assistance and valuable contribution this research masters would
 
not have been possible.
RMIT | Interior Design ‘Ephemeral Laboratory’
Workshop Facilitators
Ceri Hann
Neil Thomas
Participants
Hamish Muir 
Ana Garcia
Marissa Kefalianos
JacquelineHolland
Lauren Hunt
Yangzi
 
Li
Kate Brinn
Ashleigh Rye
Bethany Mann
Alice Wensor
THE GREAT ESCAPE | Feedback Chambers 
Artists
Dan Conway
Metasense: Nick Mariette
 
and Somaya
 
Langley
Brett Maverix: Jake Beirut 
Imogen
 
Semmler
Spooky Men’s Choir
Production
Ceri Hann
Clare Holland
PUBLIC ASSEMBLY | Camberwell Markets
Kirsteene
 
Phelan 
Greg Mann
 
…and to everyone who has joined us at Camberwell
 
Markets.
THE INTERVENTIONIST GUIDE | Platform, Melbourne
Artists
Ilan
 
Abrahams
Ben Cittadini+ Craig Peade
Caz
 
Guiney
Ceri Hann
Rayna
 
Fahey
Anthony Magen
Projector Obscura
Neil Thomas
Cye
 
Wood
RMIT Expanded field | Mentors and Provocateurs:
Sand Helsel
Sue Anne Ware
Charles Anderson
Richard Black
Mel Dodd
…and guest critic Bill Fox
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